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My research comes from a fascination for spaces and 
imaginaries that surround me. Lived experience and 
crossed environment merge into the elements of an une-
ven, provisional and parallel present. Reality’ shreds and 
excrescences that I meet are raised and collapsed in a 
continuous short-circuit. The use of several techniques 
and materials redefines different elements coming from 
a common landscape, here they find their own dimen-
sion between reality and likely. Frequently my works 
comes from performative actions that serve as prepara-
tory sketches in which body impacts with landscape’s 
elements. Hybridization added to hybridization creates 
an incomplete view of possible narrations in everyday 
life. Metropolitan scenarios, movies, and personal back-
ground live together in a futuristic world shattered image.



ORIS

The sculpture invites us to travel through time and space 
without ever finding a foothold, thus forcing us to crum-
ble on the very moment of the hic et nunc. Tribal, gothic 
and dystopian elements merge giving shape to a wild, 
rough and brutal bas-relief.

2019
mixed media
88 x 185 x 23 cm









SLAG

An industrial shape is reproduced in stoneware and mo-
dified through grafts that recall the organic world, thus 
creating two sculptures between scrap materials and 
animal remains. An assault on reality where panic tries 
to climb to the surface of things.

2019

stoneware, enamel
12 x 31 x 35 cm
12 x 33 x 36 cm







PUPA

A nomadic ritual and a metropolitan crash merge into a mo-
ment in in the balance between the real and the possible. 
The sound of tailpipes gives voice to the performer’s body, 
who executes pole dance figures. Instead, the dancer, oscil-
lating between the supernatural entity and the gang leader, 
embodies the intense and stunning scream of motorbikes.

2019

performance
3’ 30’’

Video Link:
https://vimeo.com/362285307







CULT

Fetishes that collapse violently on themselves syncretize 
fragments of reality and their exaltation. Using the tuning 
technique, front fairings of some motorbikes are pimped 
creating images balanced between the bestial and the de-
monic. A continuous short circuit is triggered between daily 
and uncanny, between banal and supernatural.
 

2019

mixed media on scooters fairings
ROCKET 46 x 53 x 20 cm
SPIRIT 64 x 33 x 33 cm
NITRO 52 x 40 x 14 cm
PEGASO 39 x 40 x 17 cm
PHANTOM 88 x 57 x 47 cm













Horizon

Two sculptural objects create a temporal twist betwe-
en past and future by re-collapsing into the present.  
The vision of these guardians causes a lowering of the 
gaze, creating a horizon hovering between acceleration 
and cosmic stillness.

2019

concrete, visor
24 x 27 x 26 cm each.







Raiders

A vandalism turns the scooter’s saddle into a demonic 
and disturbing picture. An everyday element becomes a 
fetish showing all the possible images. From the gash in 
the leather comes out some foam rubber creating a mask 
between future and past. The sculpture becomes an im-
age that merges adolescent memories, motorcycle movie 
gangs from the 70s and new kinds of urban tribality.

2018

intervention on scooter’s saddle, iron
variable dimensions, series







Tournament

Sport car tuning rims’ profiles are highlighted with the use 
of a golden leaf; they become circular symbols that swing 
between past and future for collapsing into present. Appar-
ently archaic forms tell us about a violent and competitive 
image that is also sensual and elegant. A carousel that pro-
ject us in a different dimension.

2018

gold leaf on Canson paper, iron
100 x 70 x 4 cm, series







Moonwalk

A sculptural form midway between real and likely. The cre-
ative potential of a residue amplified by means of its base’s 
alteration. A common parking barrier turn into a totemic 
monument through marble inserts, thus altering the per-
ception of the landscape from which it was torn.

2017

deterrent of the sidewalk, Siena’s marble
103 x 62 x 19 cm







Strong Belief

A body adapts to an element in the landscape. Through this 
action, a portal to another dimension opens, affecting the 
way we view our daily life.

2016

inkjet print on barytha paper
60 x 40 cm, series of 3



Untitled

Attacking the space. The contradictory action of a body 
between violence and vulnerability. Citing a film by Tony 
Kaye I come in contact with a sidewalk, viscerally joining 
my body to the skin of the landscape.

2016

inkjet print on barytha paper
43 x 43 cm, series of 3





The Golden Edge

The remains of burned cars, discovered exploring the city,  
are painted gold by night actions. What remains is a photo-
graphic documentation of the various actions.

2013 - ongoing

intervention with gold spray on burned cars
photo documentation
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